Postgraduate Renewal Programme
GSC Update - January 2023

FINANCIAL
- Development of proposals for PGR Internal Awards and nonEU Fee differential advanced stage.
- Aim to bring to Planning Group on February 7, thereafter EOG, Finance and Board.
- Aim to launch new Trinity PGR Award in March 2023.

STRUCTURED PHD & DOCTORAL PROGRAMMES
GSC Agenda
- Supervision Guidelines.
- Model for Research Student: Supervisor Agreement.

Under Review / Consideration:
- Roles & Responsibilities for student’s development of multi-dimensional skillset.
- PGR Student assess/progress requirements.
- Thesis Committee guidelines.
- Learning Supports provided by PGR students.
- Expect proposals to be brought forward to GSC in Feb/March/April for consideration.

CURRICULUM & TRIPLE I
GSC Agenda
- English Language Requirements for admission
- Under Review / Consideration:
  - Model for assessment of research component of PGT programmes.
  - Benchmarking best practices for cyclical review of PGT programmes. SUMS to meet with key stakeholders incl Faculty Representation.
  - Triple I: analysis in progress.
  - Expect proposals/updates to be brought forward to GSC in Feb/March/April for consideration.

STUDENT / STAFF EXPERIENCE
STUDENT
(under review / consideration)
- PG Skills for Success
- Appeals
- PG student Space
- Service Excellence

STAFF
- New Chair (Prof A O’Connor, Engineering) appointed.
- Benchmarking best practice for conflict mgmt. in supervisory relationship;
- Opportunities to integrate adjunct staff into Community.
- Alignment with Academic Integrity initiative.
- Expect updates to be brought to GSC in May 2023.

STUDENT LIFECYCLE
- Project Manager started January 6.
- Detailed Project Plans being developed for WP3 and WP5.
- Marketing:
  - pilot to refresh course content complete and impact will be assessed on future intake.
  - Re-writing course pages using agreed headings and content of School pages to be completed by May 2023.
  - Schools to review draft content: will be sent in March.
- Online Application Form: live in pilot. Next steps assess for PGT rollout.
- New Programme Development: engagement with key stakeholders on proposed approach.
www.tcd.ie/graduatestudies/postgraduate-renewal/

pgrenewal@tcd.ie